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STYLES-ISH
FELLOW
■ Larking about
with Harry Styles
at James Corden’s
wedding last year

PERFECT PAIR?
■ With his occasional
tennis partner, Sir
Elton John in 2010

Jerem
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■ He should be so lucky
with Kylie Minogue
and David Walliams

watching.” Ten million people
watching me learn how to dance?
So you’ve been asked
to appear?
Yeah, for the first couple of
years and then I think they got
the message. It’s a great show to
watch. “Do you want to watch this
for an hour?” Lovely. “Do you
want to learn how to dance for
eight weeks?” No thanks.
Have you been asked to do all
the shows, like I’m A Celeb?
Yes, but that’s not unusual. I think
everyone’s been asked to do them
at some point.
Would you be a judge – say,
if David Walliams quit BGT,
would you want to step in?
God, I would love it. I think
it’s one of the best jobs in TV.
David does an amazing job
on Britain’s Got Talent, but it’s
a very difficult thing to get right.
I think everyone secretly thinks,
“I’d be pretty good at that,”
because all they’re doing is

JIMMY’S GOT TALENT

SLIM JIM

■ “Please can I have
a job, Si? Thanks”

“NOW,PEOPLE
JUST WANT
ME TO DO
MY LAUGH”
watching TV and commenting
on it. They’re doing what everyone
is doing at home with their other
half, but to get it right is really
something. I think I wouldn’t
get to Week Two. On Week One
I would say, “Jesus f***ing Christ,
what were you thinking? Get off.”
And that would be that.
We read somewhere you have
an eyebrow trick you borrowed
from Jim Carrey?
I met Jim Carrey in about 1992 in
a lift in Los Angeles on a studio lot.
I gave the eyebrow raise – you
know the one you do when you

■ Showing off his
beach bod in 2010

already laughing because you’re
recognise someone? Ace
associated with comedy. You go,
Ventura: Pet Detective had just
“Morning,” and they go, “Ha!
come out and so I gave him this
eyebrow raise to say, “Hey, I know What are you like?” Often these
days, though, people just want
you,” and he gave me this full
me to do my laugh. My laugh is all
Mexican wave with his eyebrows,
wrong – you’re meant to laugh on
which I’ve been trying to perfect
an exhale and I laugh on an inhale.
ever since. I thought it was really
Is that what makes the
cool and I think it sums up
honky seal noise?
comedians – he’s in a lift with
Yes. I somehow laugh on an
a total stranger and he tried to
in-breath rather than an outbe as funny as he could be for
breath. I’m wired wrong.
no other reason than why not?
We’ve heard your laugh has
So, do you try to be
its own Facebook fan page…
funny in lifts?
I don’t know. I certainly haven’t
Always. I have very good
looked for it. That would be
lift etiquette.
a new kind of narcissism,
When you meet new people, is
wouldn’t it? Me sitting there
there a pressure to be funny?
looking up my laugh’s Facebook
I think people like it if you’re jovial
page. Jesus f***ing wept. I think
and have a bit of a laugh, but
if I ever get round to that, I’ll
I wouldn’t say there’s
probably end it all.■
pressure. I think
a lot of it is
page
projection.
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